
R40.01
Building Area: (sf)
5.500 SF

Cost per Square Foot: 
$545 / SF

Construction Cost
$3M

Date of Completion:
July 2017

Program Summary:
A 5,500 SF modern residence on Lake Conroe, TX, designed to meet 
specifically challenging zoning and design standards and 
performance specifications.

Program Statement:
This 5,500 SF modern residence on Lake Conroe was designed around two primary 
strategies:
Zoning and Design Standards. The incorporation of a suspended third floor space, while 
technically meeting the design standards, were a moment of play by the architect and owner, 
while also creating a singular statement space. Suspended from the structural space frame, 
above the double height living space that acts as the secondary entry, is the clients’ home 
office/library, which is connected to the lakefront and street front via floor to ceiling glazing, 
while internally connecting the rest of the house by the interior atrium. This is further 
developed by incorporating a glass bridge to connect the two bedroom suites on the second 
floor. The glass bridge allows the inhabitant to view the entire atrium living space, except for 
the structurally hung third floor. 
Performance Specifications. To face a steel and glass wall towards western exposure in 
front of a lake in southern Texas is less than ideal, environmentally speaking. An extensive 
amount of effort and design time was spent detailing internal insulation and exterior cladding 
of the steel frame system to reduce conductive heating while high performance glazing, 
computer controlled shading devices and orientation were utilized to minimize the solar gain. 
But where there are challenges, so are there opportunities. The first floor glazing folds and 
slides away to bring the entire lakefront and associated exterior pool and exterior kitchen into 
one continuous space. The installation of computer operated shading devices calculates the 
heat transfer and direct sunlight and raises and lowers them throughout the day to minimize 
heat gain.



R40.02
FLOOR PLANS

• The first floor is comprised of 
the main street front entry that 
brings you through a private 
courtyard to the double-height 
living space (which acts as the 
secondary entry from the water 
front). The glazing on the water 
front side of the living space can 
be folded back so that the 
outdoor patio and living space 
become one singular 
indoor/outdoor space. The 
kitchen and dining room also 
have folding glazing that opens to 
an outdoor kitchen. In addition, 
the master suite is located on the 
first floor, with a private sitting 
area, and private access to the 
patio.

• The second floor holds two 
guest suites, each with a private 
balcony overlooking the patio and 
pool. The suites are connected 
by a glass walkway across the 
water front side of the double-
height atrium.



R40.03
SITE PLAN

As with any site, setbacks are a 
typical boundary defining element. 
Typically, as architects we are asked 
to discover those limits and 
approach them, build upon them or 
disregard them by being so 
separated from them that they are 
not a consideration. This project was 
initially defined by the study of those 
boundaries. The fragmented 
geometry of the reservoir retaining 
wall and the required setbacks, 
analyzed, and mapped as a series of 
parallels and tangents, derived a 
series of lines that were developed 
to create a sequence of 
programmatic spaces that not only 
overlap public and private, but when 
extruded to the vertical created 
volumetric intersections, or nodes of 
interaction that define circulation and 
material interchange. 
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MAPPING DIAGRAMS

The particular challenge of this 
waterfront property, is “what is 
front?” Sides are obvious, but the 
property is approached, publicly, 
from both the water and the street. In 
this particular case the street 
entrance was bounded by design 
codes, the waterfront was not. An 
opportunity is realized between 
architect and owner in redefining 
entry. The street entry becomes a 
gate, a thickened threshold that 
reveals an inner sanctum, a 
courtyard before the actual entry. 
What had been a restrictive rule has 
created a multitude of opportunities 
for expression, secondary space, 
and environmentally conscious and 
reactive space, through which a 
single glass, secondary threshold 
reveals the vista beyond. 
The site, the views, the sun, and the 
environment drive the waterfront 
face.
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FEATURE PHOTO

• Waterfront view

• The particular challenge of this 
waterfront property, is “what is 
the front?” The property is 
approached publicly from both 
the water and the street. 

• The street entrance was bound 
by design codes, the water front 
entrance was not. 

• An opportunity is realized 
between, architect, owner and 
contractor in redefining entry. 
The street entry becomes a 
thickened threshold that reveals 
an inner sanctum, a courtyard 
before the actual entry. What had 
been a restrictive rule, has 
created a multitude of 
opportunities for expression, 
secondary space, and 
environmentally conscious and 
reactive space. Through which a 
single glass, secondary threshold 
reveals the vista beyond. 



R40.06
INTERIOR PHOTO

Materiality was simple in Texas 
Limestone was selected for exterior 
cladding in two finishes - honed and 
rough to provide moments of texture 
on large expanses.

The definition of street front and 
lakefront are further emphasized in 
the use of the smooth and textured 
surfaces of the limestone as they 
change from street to lake. The 
smooth limestone surface creates a 
clean front entrance bounding the 
street and is analogous to the 
surrounding building, but as you 
move through the threshold, 
courtyard and out to the lake side, 
the stone changes to a rough texture 
with a smooth datum wall cutting 
through to the lake. Double and triple 
glazed metal modern windows span 
between the limestone walls for full 
views through to the lake with sun 
guard coating on the glazing with the 
structural steel framing the windows. 
The steel is insulated to prevent 
additional heat gain and thermal 
expansion. The stone tile floor 
throughout creates a feeling of 
oneness with all of the spaces while 
the skylights, the glass bridge and 
two story stainless steel wine room 
emphasize the verticality of the 
space. Bamboo kitchen cabinets, 
and hickory stairs and cabinetry 
provide a warmth for the space while 
still maintaining the design strategy. 
Landscaping is architectural in its 
size, placement, and kind, utilizing 
linear rows of plantings for site 
definition.



R40.07
To face a steel and glass wall 
towards the west exposure in front of 
a lake in a warm climate is less than 
ideal, environmentally speaking..

An extensive amount of effort and 
design time was spent detailing the 
internal insulation, and exteriorly 
cladding the steel frame system to 
reduce conductive heating. High 
performance glazing, computer 
controlled shading devices and 
orientation were utilized to minimize 
the solar gain. 

But, where there are challenges so 
are there opportunities. The first floor 
glazing folds and slides away to 
bring the entire water front and 
associated exterior pool and exterior 
kitchen into one continuous space.



R40.08
The stone was carried into the 
space, leaving no definable, visual 
difference from exterior to interior.

Exposed glazing and steel members 
span between the stone walls.

The glazing in the living area opens 
up to the patio and pool, creating 
one large indoor/outdoor space for 
relaxation.
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This 5,455 SF contemporary 
residence on Lake Conroe in 
Montgomery, Texas was designed 
around two primary strategies – the 
first was a double height living space 
facing the lake to the west, and the 
second was a large central courtyard 
intended to provide the clients with 
an isolated retreat within their own 
home. The Architect was required to 
work closely with the private 
community's Architectural Review 
Board throughout the design 
process, balancing the needs of the 
client with the restrictions of the 
Board. As a part of the original 
program, the clients requested their 
offices be on the highest floor with a 
view of the lake. Due to restrictions 
preventing a third story, the offices 
were created as a mezzanine on the 
second floor and hung over the living 
spaces below. The offices were 
designed to be suspended from the 
ceiling, occupying the tallest portion 
of the double height living space and 
allowing them to be the highest 
element in the design without 
creating a third floor.



R40.10
The mezzanine is suspended over 
the double-height living space



R40.11
The courtyard between the street 
front entry and the water front living 
space includes lush gardens and a 
labyrinth.

In addition, the guest house is 
accessed through a private entry off 
of the courtyard.

The glass walkway that connects the 
two guest suites on the second floor 
overlooks the landscaped exterior. 



R40.12
The custom kitchen layout includes 
cabinetry from Henrybuilt and marble 
counter tops.

Additionally, the glazing off of the 
kitchen and dining area folds back to 
open up to the outdoor kitchen, for 
one continuous, culinary space.

The lighting combines overall 
ambience with unique pendant 
lighting  complimenting the modern 
clean aesthetic.



R40.13
The interior cabinetry and stairs 
were built and trimmed in warm 
hickory to create the only visual 
difference from interior and exterior.

The 10 foot tall street front main 
entry door was a custom design, 
built to match the garage doors, and 
meet the community’s design 
standards for the street front 
entrance
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